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Multiple Accessing for the Collision
Channel Without Feedback
JOSEPH Y. N. HUI, MEMBER, IEEE
Abstract -We consider asynchronous multiple accessing without feed- scribes the channel model and derives the capacity region.
back over the collision channel. Redundant coding is used to overcome user Section III analyzes the performance of block codes. Sec-
interference which causes erasures for collided packets. The channel has a
sum capacity of e-I and a sum cutoff rate of 0.295. The best codes areoses a convolutional coding and terleavg
long constraint length rate 1/3 convolutional encoders which achieve a sum scheme, and computes the sum cutoff rate of the channel.
throughput up to the sum cutoff rate using an easy-to-implement forward Section V generalizes Sections II and IV to the case when
search decoding algorithm. In the presence of additive Gaussian noise, the the channel is corrupted by additive Gaussian noise; it
same redundant coding can save, at hardly any extra cost, about 6 dB of shows that substantial power saving is gained, at hardly
signal-to-noise ratio.
any extra cost, by the redundant coding that was originally
intended to correct erasures due to packet collisions.
I. INTRODUCTION
M s ASSEY [1] has shown that the asynchronous colli- II. MODELING AND CHANNEL CAPACITY
.1 sion channel, which is similar to the ALOHA chan-
nel [2] except without feedback, has the same ecl sum The slotted (or packet synchronized) noiseless collision
cea21cept withoufeedaas the sameAehannel.This sum cac a l- is defined as follows. The code symbol alphabet is
capacity as the ALOHA channel. This sum capacity IS = 1 ,
achievable whether the packets are slotted or not. However,
a te techniques used to prove the e~1 sum capacity are represents an idle and the numbers 1-2" each represent athe techniques used to prove the e - 1 sum capacity are packet of length n bits. The channel output is given bydifficult to use in practice because the set of simultaneous p. e i
users can be large and varying. This paper proposes practi- y = xf xi = O for all i $ J and y
one xi~ 0. The channel transition diagram for user i is
cal and novel signaling and decoding schemes for the
nonfeedback collision channel which achieve very low bit h Without code synchronization and treating the signals of
error rates with small decoding complexity. The maximum1*~ ~the other users as memoryless noise [4], reliable communi-
sum throughput achieved, however, is upper bounded by
cation for each user at rate R, can be achieved if and only
the sum cutoff rate rather than the sum capacity of the
channel. We believe that these schemes are significant for
mobile radio applications for the following reasons. First, P(x1 ... xMy) = P1 (x 1 ) ... PM(xM)P(y/xl ... XM)
the transmitters are not required to transmit synchro-
nously; thus, there is no need for scheduling. Second, there we have
is no need for assigning different codes to different users as Ri < I( Xi; Y)
in spread spectrum multiple accessing [3]; each user identi-
fies his packets by checking the preamble of the packets. for all i The capacity region is defined as the set of
Third, the channel degrades gracefully as the number of (R,-, RM) that satisfies the above conditions. Due to
simultaneous users gets large. Fourth, any modulation the symmetry of the numbers 1-2", it is apparent that each
technique may be used for these schemes, thus standard- of the 2" nonzero packets should be equiprobable for
ted modems are not required. achieving capacity. Therefore, we shall abbreviate Pi, in
For the collision channel, each user sends packets which Fig. 1 by Pi, and pi,j by (1- p,)/2 " for all 1 j < 2". It
are destroyed if they overlap. We consider the use of such a can be shown after some tedious evaluation that
channel for multiple accessing when each user redundantly M.
encodes the information to be sent. The resulting data I(X; Y)=n(1-Pi)/P H P 3 +0(1) bits/slot
sequence is blocked into packets for transmission. The i=1
receiver collects all the packets from the corresponding M
transmitter and ignores all other packets and collisions. (1- i)/Pi H n-bits/slot
These packets are subsequently decoded. Section II de- j=1
for large n. We would like to have a characterization of the
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P(xi) x i Yi the vector (dR1, dR2," *, dRM) be tangential to the surface
Pi,o O of the boundary for all vectors (dpl, dp2," , dpM). There-
~- ' S"'" ' fore, it is necessary that the second matrix on the right-hand
'\' --... ~~side be singular, which implies that
\ \: "'-Z ql + q 2 +' " + q M = l
X\\ ' \ 2 where qi= - p,. Thus, the sum of the probabilities of
P 2 2 v \ x ~ .' 2 sending packets for the M users equals one at the boundary
" \ \ d " of the capacity region. Therefore, the boundary of the
'\\\. " capacity region satisfies the following set of equations:
Pi, 3 3 E
* \ '\ \ \
· \ R (1- I) , -n pjM.\ \"\\ \ · =MX \\ ,j-
\i 2"\ -. For M= 2, eliminating P1 and P2 from the above equa-
Pi,2n 2n A- 2" tions gives
It is very difficult to solve the above equations in useful
ERASURE forms for M > 2. Instead, we shall obtain the sum of the
TRANSITION PROBABILITIES: rates along the main diagonal (by having equal p
,
's). The
* -' P (NO PACKET SENT BY OTHER M-1 USERS) sum has a maximum value of (1-1/M)M-1. For large M,
P (EXACTLY ONE OTHER USER SENDS THE this value converges to e- 1, which is the same as the
MESSAGE yi) capacity of the slotted ALOHA channel.
-- P (TWO OR MORE PACKETS SENT BY THE OTHER The remainder of this section examines how unslotted
M-i USERS)
packets affect the capacity of the channel. Let 1- pi be the
M-I USERS) probability that user i transmits a packet in a slot. The
Fig. 1. Channel transition diagram for the collision channel. probability (conditioned on a transmission in a slot) that a
packet for user i does not collide with the packets of user j
for all i. Differentiating the R1 's with respect to the p,'s is p7 because the packet for user i may collide with a
gives packet in the two slots that overlap with the packet of user
i. Hence, the throughput for user i is given by
M M ( M l
dR, = E -p,)/(i PkP) H pj Pi i dpi M 2
k=1 j=1 j- 1 Tr = (1- p,)/pI n P
kzi j=l
which in miatrix form can be expressed as Assume equal rates for all users so that pi = pi = p; the
dRl 1I/pa 0 1 sum of the rates is then
dR2 ° 1/P2 ... 0 M
.dR' = ..... r= E Ti = M(- p) p2(M-1)
dRm 0 .' 1/pM
which is maximized when p = 1- 1/(2M - 1), with
-Pl 1 - pi 1 - pi - 1- p
1P2 - P2 1 -2 ... 1-P2 T=[M/(2M-1)](1-1/(2M-1))2M- 1)
*. . . ... . For large M, T approaches e-1/2, which is the same as the
1-'PM '1-PM '-1PM *.*. .PM capacity for the pure ALOHA scheme.
In practice, we may be able to recover the front part of a
0 1 /p2 ·0 Kpacket up to the point when it starts to collide with another
... 2 packet, as shown in Fig. 2. No portion of a packet which
I. ... . .starts at a time when another packet is being transmitted
LO O . .1/pM dp u may be recovered since the preamble (for identification
and receiver synchronization), which is placed at the be-
At the boundary of the capacity region, it is necessary that ginning of the packet, is lost in the collision. We assume
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Fig. 2. Partially recoverable packets.
AN EMPTY SLOT
the length of the preamble to be small compared to the Fig. 3. Superpackets for achieving the e-1 capacity.
length of the packet. Appendix A shows that the maximum
sum of the throughput equals 1/4. code of rate (M - 1)M-/MM-1 would suffice to correct
Nqua- Massey [1] has shown that the capacity of the unslotted all the erasures. The throughput for each user is then
channel is the same as that of the slotted channel. Consider (M - l)M i/MM = (1- 1/M)M-'/M. The sum through-
the grouping of u packets into a superpacket as shown in put is (1- 1/M)M-, which is the same as the capacity
Fig. 3. The key idea is that even though a packet is totally derived in Section II.
iseful lost through partial overlapping with other packets, part of The scheme of Massey is inadequate for implementation
fthe a superpacket can be retrieved when it overlaps partially if the number of users (M) is large or variable. However,
The with other superpackets, as shown in Fig. 3. The proof of Reed-Solomon codes are still effective for such a channel.
e M, the e sum throughput is shown in Appendix B. Assume that a user puts a packet in a'slot with probability
the q =1- p, and the k consecutive packets he puts on the
III. BLOCK CODING SCHEME channel comprise a codeword for a rate r = h/k
)tted . Reed-Solomon code. Consequently, the information rate
the This section will examine the use of block codes for the for the user is q- h/k n-bits/slot. The sum throughput is
The slotted collision channel. At the end of the section we show T= Mqr n-bits/slot. The probability of erasure for a packet
iat a how superpacketing may be used for the unslotted channel. is
ser j Reed-Solomon codes are especially effective for the
th a correction of erasures. Each packet, which consists of n c=1-(1-q)M-=l-(l1-T/Mr)M- 2- e-T/r
user bits, may be treated as an element of the Galois field
GF(2n). A Reed-Solomon code, defined on GF(2-), has for large M. The probability of block .error is upper
codewords f= (fl,--", fk) satisfying the equations [for bounded by
some m, d, and distinct z1, Z2 ,...k E GF(2")1 k
k kZM ZM ~~~z' >2m Pb < A kCi (1 c)
te +l 1 m+l
zm+2 Zm+2 ... Zm+2 f3 0 Using an upper bound [5] on the sum of the tail of a
z1 2 = . -l binominal distribution, we have
!Z + 2.m+d+d- m+d-2 m+d- fk Pb < h(1-)/(h(l-)-(k- h),) kCh, h(1- )k - hConsequently, the Reed-Solomon de has code rate nk
Consequently, the Reed-Solomon code has code rate (n- < r(1 -,E)/(r(1 - ()- (1- r)c) ekHe(r)h(1 -- )k -h
d + 1)/n. Define the distance between two codewords f = = r(1-e- T/r)/(re- /r - (1 - r)(1 - e- Tr))
(fi, '-,fk) and f'=(fk,. .,fk) as the total number of
places where fi / pi'. It is well known that this [rr(1r)()( -r)
the Reed-Solomon code has a minimum distance of at least d.
Massey [1] used the Reed-Solomon code to prove that This upper bound Pb(T, r, k) is plotted as a function of T
of a zero error probability can be achieved with each user for several codes in Fig. 4.
,her transmitting at an information rate of (1-1/M)M - 1 n- If the channel is unslotted, u Reed-Solomon code sym-
ich bit/slot. The scheme involves a clever way for each user to bols may be grouped together to form a superpacket. For
ted put M M - 1 packets in a time frame of MM slots, such that large u, the probability of erasure for a particular packet is
ion exactly (M-l)M-1 packets would be collision free for the same as that of the unslotted channel. Thus, the
each user, no matter how the frames of the users are throughput of the unslotted channel is the same as the e-1
ne relatively shifted (slotwise). Therefore, a Reed-Solomon throughput of the slotted channel.
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Fig. 5. Multiple access scheme for convolutional codes.
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Fig. 4. Upper bound on block error probability versus throughput.
IV. CONVOLUTIONAL CODING SCHEME
We now turn to the use of convolutional codes. The
encoding scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The outputs of the rate
r =1/v constraint length k code (v = 2 in the figure) is
fetched alternately by the switch S1. Switch S2 puts succes-
sive bits into successive packets in a stack of m packets. 2
When all m packets are filled, each packet would be ////////////
transmitted after a random delay. 
For the unslotted channel, the data sequence is fed in 
parallel (Fig. 6) to u encoder-interleavers (the square box
in Fig. 5), and the u packets from the encoder-interleavers
are grouped together to form a superpacket. The super-
packet is transmitted after a random delay.
Decoding delay results from the fact that the data bits
have to be deinterleaved before decoding. This delay is of 
the order mn. To minimize delay, we may use a smaller
stack or shorten the length of a packet. Shortening the Fig. 7. Convolutional interleaving.
length of a packet, however, would incur a higher fraction
of preamble overhead in the message body. The number of Each packet is filled with n/m more bits than the next
packets in the stack should be at least kv so that each bit packet in the stack. The packet at the top of the stack is
in a packet is generated from a different set of information popped off the stack when the packet is filled. An empty
bits. If m < kv, error probability would increase because packet is added to the bottom of the stack when the packet
erasures are clustered together. Choosing m slightly larger at the top is popped. The popped packet is transmitted
than kv would suffice since the likelihood of long error after a random delay, which is smaller than the packet
paths in the trellis is small. interarrival time. Using this scheme, the delay incurred and
Decoding delay due .to deinterleaving can be reduced by the buffer required are about half that of the previous
the use of convolutional interleaving as shown in Fig. 7. interleaving scheme. The convolutional interleaving scheme,
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Fig. 9. The binary erasure channel.
EL /////////////// '///////////// since Mq/v = T. Reliable communication using sequential
EL decoding is achievable for T up to RT. Consequently, the
Fig. 8. Length of the first few packets of a message. maximum sum throughput satisfies
however, has a problem with the first few packets of a T - Tv log 2 (1- e-T/ 2).
message since the packet at the top of the stack is empty at
the beginning. It seems that the first few packets would Solvig for T, we have
have to be filled in the manner shown in Fig. 8, subse- T= -1/v ln2(1 -2/v). (1)
quently wasting m/2 packets per message. This waste is
tolerable only if the message is long. The choice between T has a minimum value of 0.295096 when v = 3.014. For
these two schemes depends on the length of the message practical purposes, v is an integer so the best code rate is
and the amount of decoding delay that can be tolerated. 1/3, with T= 0.295093. For v = 2, the maximum T is
We now give a random coding bound, based on the 0.2674.
cutoff rate, for the error probability. Consider the deinter- Errors in decoding can arise when an incorrect path with
leaved data. sequence at the receiver. The occurrence of a higher metric merges into the correct path. The ensemble
erasures in the deinterleaved sequence is not memoryless in average of the expected number of bit errors for such an
the sense that erasures, if they occur, are periodic. If we use error event starting at a given time is upper bounded by [6]
a decoding metric that is time invariant and a convolu-
tional encoder of long constraint length, these erasures may Pb < 2-vRk,/[l -2 -(vR0 -1)]2
be viewed as being memoryless [4]. With lots of interleav-
ing, we may treat the channel as a binary erasure channel = (1 -e-TV/2 )k /[ 1 2 (1- e-TU/2)v] 2 .
shown in Fig. 9 if we impose the time-invariant structure
on the decoder. The capacity of the binary erasure channel This bound is plotted in Fig. 10 for several code rates and
is equal to C = 1- -. Consequently, the sum capacity is constraint lengths. The plot shows that a long constraint
length should be used to combat the severe user inter-
I Cr = maxMq(1--CT  q( - max Mq(1 - q)M ference. Such long constraint lengths make Viterbi decod-
q q ing impractical. Thus, the decoder should track only a
-= (1-_1/M)M- i. subset of states, the size of which is independent of the
constraint length.
which approaches e- for large M. The cutoff rate for the One decoding scheme works as follows. The decodei
binary erasure channel is keeps a list of the plausible states of the trellis. A state i,
ex C ~ x \P;( /~2 plausible if there is a path leading up to the state such tha
extR = -log 2 P(x)P(x) the code sequence of the path is agreeable with the deinter.C is C x leaved channel sequence. The code symbol zero (or one) i:
pty = -log2 ((1 + )/2) disagreeable with the channel symbol one (or zero) while
ket (- -e- Tv the channel symbol erasure is agreeable with the cod!
ted = -log 2 (1- e -V/ 2 ) symbols zero or one. The complexity of decoding is mea
ket since = I - ev for large M. sured by the random variable n, the number of plausible
Lnd The sum of the cutoff rates for the M users is states in steady state, with probability distribution P(n,
Dus There is some preliminary evidence that this complexity i
me, RT = MqR= - Tv log2 (1- e- Tv/2) small [41.
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Fig. 11. (a) The binary input, erasure or Gaussian output channel.
as '8 the memoryle binary input, Gaussian or erasure out-(b) The binary input, Gaussian output channel.
Fig. 10. Upper bound on bit error probability for convolutional codes.v Es.5
V. THE COLLISION CHANNEL WITH ADDITIVE E=.6
-00
This section shows that the coding that was originally 
intended for correcting erasures is effective for combating n e
additive Gaussian channel noise. Therefore, signaling power
can be reduced compared to the case of no coding, at .1
hardly any extra cost.
We shall assume that antipodal signaling is used. The .i
results obtained in this section can be extended easily to -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Es/No
other modulation techniques. The channel can be modeled
as the memoryless binary input, Gaussian or erasure out- Fig. 12. Cutoff rate versus signal-to-noiseratio.
put channel shown in Fig. 11(a). The capacity of this
channel is centrate on the study of the cutoff rate. Fig. 12 gives a plot
of R0 as a function of E I/N, for several values of c. The
C = (1- c) of the capacity of the channel in Fig. 11(b) value of R0 is seen to saturate at
( o =-l/2 log 2 (2 77e (y) dy R- 10/2 ((1(+ c)/2)
where sq afor large values of Ee/NO. This occurs when the occurrence
of erasures dominates the effect of the Gaussian noise of
P(y) = (P 1(y)+ P..I(y))/2 the channel.
Suppose we allow Gaussian noise to decrease R0 from
and R* by a fraction f, such that
I0(v)=··p[-7u-,(zE,/N,)'31/2]l ~12~;~ /21/R2= 0 f og2 1-e-72). (3)
The cutoff rate can be shown to be Consequently, the maximum sum throughput achievable
by sequential decoding is [similar to the derivation of T in
10og 2 [ +(1 E)(l+e-/N )/2]. (2) (1),
Since sequential decoders are used for decoding, we con- T= -1/v ln2(1-2-1/vf). (4)
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This throughput as a function of f is shown in Fig. 13 for f v-2 v=3
v= 2,3.
What remains to be found is the value of the minimum 0.40 -- .044
Es/No that is required in order to achieve the maximum 0.45 .073
value of T for fixed v and f. Eliminating Ro and e in (2)
by the substitutions
0.55 .034 .A26
Ro= -f log2 (1- e- T/2) 0.60 .065 .149
¢ =1- e- T v 0.65 .095 .174
with T given in (4), we have after some simplification 0.70 .124 .192
0.75 .150 .211
ES!/NO = -ln[(2-1/ "-2-'/vf)/(1-2-'/f)] 0.80 .176 .230
which is shown in Fig. 14 for values of v and f. The figure 0.85 .200 .247
shows that 4 or 5 dB of signal-to-noise ratio is' sufficient 0.90 .224 .264
for operation. This compares favorably to the typical 10.5 0.95 .246 .280
dB required for uncoded antipodal signaling for a bit error 1.00 .267 .295
rate of 10- 6
Fig. 13. Maximum throughput T for given f and v.
anel.
VI. CONCLUSION 7
We have demonstrated the viability of the collision
channel for mobile radio application where there is no
feedback and scheduling, and transmitting power is limited.
Total throughput approaches 30 percent. Further work is
required to characterize the decoding complexity, delay,
and performance in a cellular environment. 4
APPENDIX A 3
This Appendix derives the sum throughput of the un- 2
slotted collision channel for which we may recover the --
front part of a packet up to the point where it starts to W
collide with another packet. Let 1- p be the probability
that a user puts a packet in a slot. The probability that a f
packet is collision free is p2(M-'). The probability that the 0 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
6 packet is totally lost is 1- pM-1l Let Dj be the difference
in the starting time between user i and user j, as shown in - v2 3
Fig. 2. The probability that at least a fraction f of a packet
of user i is recovered is -2
plot M
The Pf = l [P(Dj < f )P(no packet for user j in the -3_
'==
j $1 Fig. 14. Power required to achieve maximum T for given f and v.
two slots that overlap with the packet of user i), Therefore, the average fraction of a packet that is re-
rence
covered is
.se of + P( Dj > f)P(no packet for user j in
the first slot of the two slots that overlap JP( ) d + lp2(M- )
from
with the packet of user i)] = (1-p M )pM-1/[(M-1)(1- p)].
(3) - [fp2 + (1 - f)p] M-l The sum of the throughput for the M users is
'vable Hence T= M(1- pM)pM-1/(M 1)
Tin
P(f) = - dPf /df which has a maximum value of
(4) (M -1)(- )pm-'( -l- f. -, )) M-2 r. ,[M(M - , ,[M/(2M - ,.1) , .[(M . 1)1( M- 1/M
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which occurs at
~which occurs at ft~f[(u - 1)/u](1- f/M)+[1/u](1 - f/M))M-1
P = [(M-1)/(2M .1)]M- f{ 1 - 1/M ([( - I)/u] f + [2/u]f) } M-
For large M, this throughout approaches 1/4. =f {1-1/M ([(u + 1)/u] f) M-1
= fe-f(u +l )/uAPPENDIX B
which has a maximum value of e-u/(u +1) when f=
This Appendix derives the throughput of the unslotted u/(u + 1). Thus, the capacity approaches e'- for large u,
collision channel with superpacketing. Let q = 1- p be the which is the same as the capacity for the slotted channel.
probability that each user puts a superpacket in a super-
slot. For user i
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